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INTRODUCTION 

The Supreme Court of Nebraska must insure that cases on 

appeal in Nebraska move efficiently and expeditiously through the 

appellate process. As part of this responsibility, the court must 

approve any request for additional time in which to compile the 

record for the court's consideration. This information includes 

the transcript, or collection of pleadings, orders, and other docu-

/,ments of the case, supplied by the district court clerk; the bill 

of exceptions, or record of testimony, supplied by the official 

court reporter; and the briefs supplied by the attorneys for the 

parties. The Supreme Court has received many requests for exten

sions of time. The members of the court became concerned that 

considerable problems and delay might exi;t in assembling the 

mat~rials of a case for argument before any consideration by the 

Supreme Court. 

Pursuant to Sec. 24~342.02, N.R.S., the Supreme Court in 

1974 drafted rules to provide for the recording of proceedings 

and the preservation of evidence in the district and ~eparate juvenile 

·courts and the preparation of bills of exceptions from these 

courts. In order to draft a comprehensive approach to these issues, 

the Supreme Court contracted with the National Center for State 

Courts. Chief Justice Paul W. White and State Court Administrator 

James E. Dunlevey contacted Mark G. Geddes, Staff Attorney and 

Acting Regional Director of the North Central Regional Office, 

to perform the court reporting study. They agreed to a four-
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month study, during which time the National Center would survey 

the current court reporting process a~d recommend procedures to 

improve the operations. The Nebraska Commission on Law Enforce-

ment and Criminal Justice approved the project on February 28, 

1975, and the study began on March 1. The National Center's 

project team includes Mr. Geddes, Dr. Th~bdore J. Fetter, Staff 

Associate, and Lynn A. Jensen, Staff Associate, all of the North 

Central Regional Office. Dr. J. Michael Greenwood, Senior Staff 

Associate, who has conducted several major court'_~reporting studies 

throughout the United Statl~s, assisted the project team in planning 

the project and in preparing the final report. LouilJ R. Tilton 

o 

assisted the project team in analyzing statistical data. Throughout 

the project, Donald C. Patton, Reporting Services Coordinator in 

the State Court Administrator's Office, worked closely with 

the National Center's personnel. 

The National Center's staff has studied the court reporting 

procedures in Nebraska from sever:al approaches. The project team 

examined the legal environment and court structure in which the 

reporters work, the responsibilities, qualifications, compensation, 

and work routines of the reporters, the procedures for preparing ,_ 

<;i bill of exceptions, and the statist'ical records which show the 

court reporter's work. In addition', at the request of the Chie;f 

Justice and the State Court Administrator, the project team exaiuined 

the time required f6r counsel to prepare the briefs and the 

(extensions of time limits requested for the briefs. They alsc), 

studied the time required for district judges to consider: and 

rule on motions for new trial and other motions after judgment. 

The project team "assembled a full description of the court 

reporting procedures and enough additional data to allow them to 
:1 
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view the entire process of preparing cases for Supreme Court 

consideration . 

In order to guide the National Center's project team in 

this project, the Supreme Court appointed an Advisory Committee 

of five district judges. The Advisory Committee included Judge 

William F. Colwell (Chairman), Judge James A. Buckley, Judge 

Lloyd W. Kelly, Jr., Judge Herbert A. Ronin, and Jua.ge C. Thomas 

White. The Committee met a:ld discussed the project with the 

National Center staff three times: at the start of the work, 

after the staff had completed the data collection, and after having 

read a draft of this report. The project team also met with a 

group of reporters to get their views on the project and on the 

findings and recommendations of the staff. The reporters included 

South Bickley, Gary Latimer, John Matheson, Richard Mowers, and 

Lewellyn Nelson. The reporters also reviewed a draft of this 

repqrt and offered suggestions. 

The project team used three methods to gather the information 

for this report. First, they wrote questionnaires and distributed 

them to each district judge and to each court reporter in the 

state. About eighty-five percent of each group responded. Second, 

the project team and the Nebraska court administrator selected six 

judicial districts for detailed study - District 3 (Lancaster 

County), 4 (Douglas County), 9 (Madison County, et al) I 11 (Hall 

;'i County, et al), 17 (Scotts Bluff County, et al), and 21 (Platte 

County, et al). Approximately two-thirds of the Supreme Court's 

case load comes from these six districts. The project team 

interviewed all available district judges and court reporters in 
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these districts. FinallYi' the project team investigated the 

court records on every case appealed to the Supreme Court from 

the!!ie six districts from September 1, 1972, to February 28, 1975. 

They calculated the time span between the following major events 

- in the preparation of the appeal: the date of trial court judgment~ 

the entry of motion after judgment, the date of the ruling on that 

motion, the entry of the notice of appeal, the date of filing of 

the praecipe for a bill of exceptions, the filing of the bill of 

exceptions, and the filing of the last brief. The project team 

noted any extensions granted to reporters or lawyers, and they 

calculated the length of the bill of exceptions. 

The multi-faceted methodology of the project allowed the 

project team to gain a well-rounded understanding of court 

reporting in Nebraska. The court records yielded a solid factual 

basis concerning time frames and. work loads. The questionnaires 

and interviews allowed the judges and reporters to advise the,; 

staff of their observations and experiences within the system 

and gave them an opportuni t:y to make their own recommendations 

for changes. With this knowledge and the assistance of the 

Advisory Committee, the State Court Admini~trator, and the 

~eporting Services Coordinator, the project team has prepared the 

following report. 

-4-
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COURT REPORTING: THE STATE OF THE ART 

At least seven methods to record and transcribe courtroom 

proceedings are now in existence. Some have been in use for many, 

J.{e~~s; others depend on new technologies; and still others stream-

line the traditional methods. The Supreme Court should be aware 

of these various methods so that it can manage the system and 

establish standards in whic:il they could operate. The district judge 

should also be familiar with them so that he will be able to 

employ the reporting method which best fills the needs of his 

court. 

Reporting Methods 

The traditional methods are manual and machine shorthand. 

With manual shorthand, the reporter records proceedings by pen. 

with machine shorthand, he uses a stenotype or similar machine to 

print shorthand symbols on a paper tape. With both systems, the 

reporter develops over time an individual style and system of 

abbreviations which make the notes his own. Then he must go 

through his notes and either type them himself or dictate them 

into a tape recorder for a typist to transcribe. 

,~9ice-writing uses multi-track audio equipment. In addition 
\\./' 

to'creicording the actual proceedings, the reporter simultaneously 
(r' 

dictates on a separate channel, using stylized dictation to 

identify the speaker and give the traniscriber instructions. The 

steno-maskmethod is similar to voice-writing, except that the 

-5-
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reporter wears a mask and- speaks into it to keep from disturbing 

the proceedings. Like shorthand, these voice methods require a 

professionally trained person to take the record in court. Instead 

of requiring the manual dexterity of shorthand, they require voice 

dexterity. 

Audio recording can be used to prepare courtroom records in 

several different ways. In a multi-track system, microphones are 

placed in each key location -judge'sbench, witness stand, counsel 

tables, etc. They record the proceedings separately. Audio 

adjustments for each microphone can be made manually or automatically. 

The audio recorder, operator keeps a written log as a guide to the 

tape, indicating when significant events were recorded on the tape. 

Either' the audio operator or a typist can transcribe dire.ctly from 

the tape. 

Video recording has been used to take evidence or testimony-

before trial or to record proceedings in court. As in audio 

recording, a log accompanies the tape as a guide. The video-tape 

can serve as the record of appeal, or an operator or typist can 

transcribe the testimony. 

Computer-aided transcription is a variation of machine short-
/;::.:-<~,. 

hand which permits quick transcription d:~ the reporter's stenotype 

notes. The reporter uses a stenotype machine that records electronic 

impulses onto a magnetic tape, which is then fed into a computer. 

The computer's memory bank includes the individual reporter's 

"dictionary" so the computer can translate thertsymbols, allow 
.'c'\ 

electronic editing, and permit a verbatini record very quicklYI. 

With computer-aided transcription, or CAT, bills of exceptions 

could· be ready within a day or two of the request. 

-6-
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Criteria for Evaluating Method 

The Na'l:ional Center for State Courts believes that any of 

these methods can produce an excellent record. Getting the 

record is the goal, not the advocacy for or against any particular 

method. The prime requirement for every method is a reporter-

operator who is familiar with court pr~ceedings, provided with 

proper equipment, and trained to use the equipment. 

Each method, of course, has its own strengths and weaknesses. 

The selected reporting method should provide an accurate record, 

be easy to use in court, have a reasonable cost, be readily avail-

able in Nebraska, be relatively easy to maintain in workable 

order, and provide a record that can be easily transcribed. 

Accuracy is one of the principal tests of a reporting method. 

With a good operator, a properly-functioning audio recorder gets 

an extremely accurate record. The current reporters recognize the 

accuracy of the audio records; 60% of the reporters responding to 

our survey use a tape recorder as a back-up to their shorthand 

reporting. Half of those record the bulk of the proceedings, 

while the others record only technical portions, expert testimony, 

or argumentative witnesses. Several of the above methods, including 

.audio re90rding, voice-writing, and ~ideo recording, achieve this 

high lev~1, '~Of accuracy. A multi-·track audio machines raises the 

accuracy level still fu~ther, since the transcriber can key into one 
(; 

track at any time. The shorthand methods are as accurate as the 

person using them is skillful. The operator himself must pick 

up the proceedings, however,and this factor allows human error, 

fatigue,' 'and faulty underst'andingto enter the record immediately. 
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When the reporter misses or misunderstands an item, he can rectify 

his lapse by asking that it be repeated only so often before he 

loses the patience of the participants. 

Ease of use is a second major factor in deciding which 

reporting method to use. A method that requires cumbersome pro-

cedures and elaborate mechanisms in or out of the courtroom is less 

desirable than one which is unobtrusive and operated without 

distracting the attention or taking up the time of the participants. 
\\ 

In this sense, the traditional shorthand methods ar.e quite easy to 

use. The manual shorthand r~porter, or penwriter, needs only a 

table, chair, and pad of paper. He can record proceedings almost 

anywh~re without elaborate preparation. The stenotype reporter is 

almost as flexible. His machine is fairly compact and easy to get up. 

The newer technologies are more complicated to use. Tape recorders, 

video cameras, and computer terminals must be set up in advance. 

While they can be moved, it takes significantly more time. Also, 

the presence of elaborate equipment in the courtroom may have a 

potential for detrimental effect on some partic,;i.pants. In recording 

court pro~eedr~gs, the ease-of-use factor is imVortant, and the 

equipment should be as simple as possible. 

Cost is a significant facto! in court" reporting metl1,ods as " 

well as in most othel;:" decisions in our:., society. The manual 

shorthand and stenotype methods obviously entail a smaller initial" 

capi tal in~estment and a lesh.~~lount for supplies than the audio 

and video tape methods, but· higher costs for training reporters. 

In the tape recording methods, the initial cost of the machine . , 

and the". purchase of more blank tapes make a more expensi ve ~yst.em, 
".''::' 
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but lower training costs. Implementing video also requires major 

equipment purchases. The cost of computer-aided transcription has 

not been precisely determined, but it does require large initial 

investment in equipment, including modified steno-type machines 

and compu'ter time. 

The high initial cost of the alternate metbods may make them 

appear to be impractical options. They should not be. In order to 

establish a system with several reporting methods from which to 

choose, the project team recommends that the state pay for 

each reporter's primary recording equipment. If the state bought 

several audio recorders, the economies of bulk purchase would apply. 

To establish some standardization in supply of equipment, the 

state should also furnish a stenotype machine to the machine 

shorthand reporters. Of course, when a reporter leaves a position 

as an official court reporter in Nebraska, the state would assert 

its ownership of the equipment. 

Whatever reporting method is employed in the Nebraska district 

courts, it should be relatively easy to obtain in the state. There 

is no need to use the newest technologies at this time. The 

traditional shorthand methods and audio recording are readl'ly 

. available now. . Video recording and computer-aided transcrip·tion 

are still in an experimental stage. Under this condition, it is 

impractical to implement them widely, although video recording may 

be used for depositions and expert testimony, if the witness is not 

otherwise availabHb. These methods might be used more in the future; 

certainly the judiciary should monitor their developments and be 

ready to reasses's their availability. The Supreme Court could 

-9 ... 
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establish a pilot program to test these methods. 

Maintenance of court reporting equipment is important. Any 

.. equipment has to be in proper running order to get a good recQrd~ 

Manual and machine shorthand is of course very reliable. 

A multi-track audio recorder can also be dependable. With proper 

care and cleaning, which a trained operator can perform, 'the 

recorder runs smoothly. When service is necessary, a tough 

service contract will enable the court to proceed without: signifi-

cant interruption. The present service contract on the audio 
I; '.~ 

recorders in Nebraska's county courts is good; it provides for 

completed service within a day and gives the courts a back-up 

machine when necessary. The more complicated methods may require 

a more" stringent service contract, but, again with proper care, 

maintenance should not be a major problem. 

Finally, any reporting method should provide a record that 

is easily transcribed. The audio and video methods do so. Any 

trained typist can listen to the tape and prepare a written record 

for -the bill of exceptions. It is possible that the tape itself 

could serve as the record; the attorneys and appellate judge;; 
" 

I.' )' 

could listen to it rather than read a written bill of exceptions. 

,90mputer-aidedtranscription also allows for direct transcription, 
\\ 

as long as the reporter's "dictionary" is in the computer's 

memory bank. The:ytraditional methods may be more difficult to 

transcribe. The reliance on the reporter himself either to ~rans

cribe his notes or to dictate them for a ty~ist makes the traditional 

systems less flexible. The other methods qcapend less on the reporter 

once the record is made; his unavailability, disability, or even 
c 

death need not postpone the appeals process. 

-10-
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The Nebraska County Courts now use an audio recording system 

for their of~bial record. The consensus throughout the state is 

that, after a rocky start, the system is working fairly smoothly. 

Bills of exceptions are prepared fairly quickly (see Figure 13) , 

and few judges interviewed indicated that major problems in under-

standing the ~ecord still existed. With training or experience, 

.. ",the operators of these machines are performing their jobs well. 

Still, the work load and other duties of the county coui-t operators 

generally are not comparable to that of the district court reporter, 

due not to the reporting methods but to the jurisdiction of the 

courts and their personnel utilization. 

Almost all district court judges preferred the trai':itional 

·shorthand and stenotype methods, whether or not the reporters 

used a back-up tape recorder. Eighty-four percent of the judges 

would not use audio equipment to keep the official record in 

their courtroom, and two-thirds opposed its availability as an option 

for the district courts. Only 21% found an official audio record 

acceptable, and 27% had no opinion. 

The Supreme Court and the State Court Administrator should be 

mindful of the district judges' opinions. The judge and reporter 

!Uust accommodate themselves to each other both in the courtroom 

and outside, and certainly the judge must be comfortable with his 

reporter's method of recording proceedings. The Supreme Court 

. should make. several alternative methods available for use. They 

should decide which methods produce adequate results and which can 

be readily implemented in Nebraska. The district judge should then 
,., 

select from the acceptable methods the one he wishes to use in his 

courtro0!l1. 

-11-
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The National Center recommends that Nebraska experiment with 

audio and video recording devices in the district courts. 

Standards should be developed after such experimentation to insure 

complete and accurate preparation of the court recorq and 

integration into the appe.11ate process. Since audio-recording 

is used in the county court system, the court administrator should 

use this experience to develop the pilot programs in the district 

courts. 

For those courts that establish an audio method, the State 

Court Administrator should prepare a standard logging form and 

logging procedures. The form should follow the procedures in 

the cQunt:,Y court to idE:mtify the speakers and any technical or 

difficult material on the tape. The district judge, attorneys, 

and transcribers will use the log, and the court administrator 

can best determine what information these persons will want. 
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OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 

The court reporter is. one of the most 'important individuals 

i.n the judicial process. His primary function of recording the 

official court record is absolutely necessary in the appellate 

process. without an accurate and reliable record of the past 

court action, the Nebraska Supreme Court would have to rely on a 

narrative summary to decide the merit of the appeal. 

Besides the accurate and reliable preparation of the 

official court record, the reporter usually functions as an 

administrative aid and general secretary to the district judge. 

In this capacity, he is constantly in contact with the judge. 

The service that he provides for the judge is vital to the judge's 

performance of his duty. Due to the multi-faceted relationship that 

exists between the judge and the reporter, it is essential that the 

repo.rter be well qualified. The official court reporter must be 

a full time, professional state employee whose aim is to serve 

justice. 

Duties of the Official Court Reporter 

The Supreme Court should issue a job description for the 

official court reporter. This Job description should be clear 

and concise to eliminate duties the court does not want to permit. i, 

It should, however, remain flexible enough to allow the district 

judge the freedom of assignment of specific duties and functions. 
c, 

The National Center recommends the following specific duties 

that should be part of the job description: 

-13-
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1) official recorder of all court activities; 

2) preparation of the official bill of exceptions; 

3) custodian of the exhibits and evidentiary 
materials durin?=t-a&'E':i'\ial and the prepara-tion of 
the bill of exc\\ptions; 

<\ , 
4) administrative aiqi to the district judge; and 

5) general secrer~~y to the district judge at the 
judge's discretion. 

In Lincoln and Om.aha, each district judge has a full-t.ime 

bailiff. Some of these judges have hired secretary-bailiffs, 

relieving the reporter of ~os~ secretarial duties. We recommend 
(; 

this practice to all judges in these two districts. 

The court reporter's function is to serve the district 

judge in the preparation and keeping of the official record. He 

can best do this by serving the judge in every capacity possible. 

The taking of depositions and other free-lance work during the 

normal work day take up valuable time and effort that should be 

expended on his official duties. The Supreme Court should set 

forth a standard policy on free-lance work. The reporter's work 

in court and the preparation of the bill of exceptions must 

have first priority. Free-lance work should be permissible only if 

no praecipe fo,r a bill of exceptions is on file. The Supreme 

Court should not permit a court reporter to hold a job which could 

create a conflict with his position as reporter. One official 

court reporter now serves as a lay associate county judge. SincEt any appeal 
a 

. from the county court would be heard in the district court where 

he serves as reporter, a- potential conflict of interest exists. 

Certification 

Nebraska should,a'dopt a state-wide court reporting certifica-

tion program. Within the state, ther,eis a recognized need for _CJ. 

-14.-
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assured competence in the court reporting field. Certification 

programs are being established in many states to fulfill this vital 

need. During the National Center's data collection activities we 

found that 94% of the district judges favored a certification 

program. It is important to note that the National S::;.orthand 

Reporters Association and the Nebraska reporters also favor 

certification of court reporters. 

The certification program should be established by the Supreme 

Court and administered through the office the State Court 

Administrator. All individuals wishing to be court reporters 

within the state (full or part-time) should be certified before 

employment as much as possible. Exceptions to this procedure 

should" be controlled and made only on a case-by-case basis by 

the Supreme Court. 

Sever&l important issues present themselves when a certifica-

tion program is established. The following discussion attempts 

to cover the most important of these issues. Should pres~nt 

reporters be exempted under a "grandfather" clause? If not, 

what period of time after adoption of such a certification program 

should present reporters be given in which to be certified? How 

m~ny opportunities should present reporters be given to qualify 

be;fore being declared ineligible? Would there be an option for 

present reporters to be certified or non-certified, with an 

attendant differential in salary? 

The primary purpose for establishing a certification program 

is to guarantee to the participants in a court action the accuracy 

and reliability o"f the court record. A court reporter certification 

program,. although unable to givearlc~absolute guara~tee, tioes 

-15-
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establish, a minimum level of professional comf>~tency for the 
" 

individual recording and pr~paring the court record. Grandfather 

clauses can operate to entrench unqualified individuals. There is 

a danger-of self-defeatism in a rule which allows carte blanche 

grandfathering; however, due tp the apparent high quality of 

the present court reporters in Nebraska the project team 

recommends that current court reporters be exempt from the certifi-

cation requirement. 

To encourage incumbent reporters to become certified, the 

state should establish a differential in salary between certified 

and non-certified reporters. Nebraska should also set forth salary 

grades based on experience and skill levels, such as the holding 

of the NSRA certificate of proficiency, certificate of merit, or 

the Registered Professional Reporter designation, or other standards 

of competency as may be promulgated by the Supreme Court. 

When a district judge hires a new court reporter, that 

individual should be required to take the certification test at 

the beginning of his employment. If he fails to pass the certifica

tion process, he ma~y be given employment on a three-mont.h pro

visional basis. He should be requir~d to pass the certification 

test during his fir'st three months of employment., If he is unable 

to do so, his employment should be terminated. 

Should certific~ition cover only shorthand and stenotype 

techniques as utiliz'ed by court reporters? Any reliable~ court., 

reporting technique :::;,hould be aillowed wi thin Nebraska, and /iiny 

person wishing t,o ut:~lize one or more of th~ recognized 

court reporting techr~iques should have the opp~rtunity to be 

,i 
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• 
certified in those methods. Salary differentials could encourage 

• multiple skills. The Nebraska Supreme Court should establish a 

certification process for each technique: manual shorthand, machine 

shorthand, stenomask, voice-writing, audio-recording, and video-

• recording. The court administrator should also establish periodic 

s~minars and training sessions and periodic testing sessions covering 

certification. 

• Every effort should be made to maintain a high basic level of 

competency in the certification process. It is also important to 

recognize the need for and value of uniform national standards on 

• court reporting certification. With this in mind, the project team 

recommends adoption of the same standards used by the NSRA 

for the Registered Professional Reporter in shorthand and steno-

• type reporting. Currently, these standards are for 95% accuracy 

on three dictated takes-literary at 180 WPM, charge at 200 WPM, 

and testimony at 225 WPM, each for five minutes. There is also 

• a written test on English, grammar, punctuation, spelling, word 

definitions, and legal and medical terminology. Typing should be 

at least 60 WPM. 

• Standards for audio-recording, stenomasks, voice writing, 

and video recording have not yet been nationally established. 

The NebraSka Supreme Court should adopt its own after reviewing 

• any existing standards established by other associations, such 

as the National Stenomask Association. Certification of these 

techniques should include machine monitoring and logging capabilities. 

• The certification process should test the ability of the individual 

• 
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to detect malfunctioning of the equipment and to operate it 

correctly. The-ability of the individual to keep a complete ~nd 

accurate log of the events of the court action should be tested. 
'I' 
i 

It is important that the Supreme Court prepare and (~onduct 

the tests for certification. Such a test should satisfy Nebraska', s 

own needs and it should be open to everyone 1I1ho desires to qualify' 

Nebraska, and not an outside organization, should control the 

eligibility requirements for the position of official court reporter. 

Reciproci ty may be desirable where other st.ates in the nation 

require similar or higher standards than those set by Nebraska. 

Employment Policies 

All court reporters should be hired by the district judges 

for \vhom they will work. This is the current practice and it 

should be continued. The project team learned that an excellent 

\'1orking arrangement now exists between most district judges and 

their reporters. Questionn';ire data heavily supports this 

finding. Removal of the ability of a judge t,o hire or replace his 

reporter at his own discretion would undermine this established 

relationship. The district judge should be able to replace a 

. reporter whose work performance may be unaccepta~ble. 

While we recommend that the' district judge IHre his own 

reporter, this individual should be a qualif~ed,and competent 

reporter. The reporter hired by the district judge should be 
() 

certified to be a Nebraska official court reporter. He should 

c 
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be selected from a list of applicants who have successfully 

completed the state-wide certification program, or he should be 

required to pass the certification program during the ,first 

three months of his employment. 

One o~ the functions of the Supreme Court is to evaluate 

the work performance of state judicial employees. A certification 

program can monitor the skills of each reporter as he,\ enters the 

system. Work performance measures can be designed to monitor the 

skills of each reporter in the performance of his court duties. 

New procedures will have to be adopted to evaluate the work 
( 

performance of each court reporter after the implementation of the 

cer1i::i£ication program. 'I'his should be done to insure the continual 

maintenance of a basic level of court reporting competence within 

the state. The project team recommends that the Supreme Court 

establish procedures to monitor the work performance of each court 

reporter. A reporter may be found unacceptable due to poor work 

Pet"formance, frequent delays in the preparation of bills 0.£ ex-

ceptions, delinquent filing of bills of exceptions, and inadequate 

maintenance of professional reporting skills. The Supreme Court 

should take appropriate action where work performance is found un-

acceptable. 

Court reporters are state employees, and as such they are 

covered bv the state Employees Retirement Act. State employees are 
<; '"": 

required to retire at age 65 unless their department approves 

an.annua1 extension of theiJ4 ii employment up to age 72 (Sec. 34-1317, 

N.R.S.). This statute envisions departmental review and approval; 

within the judicial branch of government the department 
, 

should be, the Supreme Court. The Court can establish consistent 
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standards to consider these extensions statewide. 

As state employees" court reporters should receive regular 

benefits such as sick leave and vacation time. ~he Supreme Court 

should set these policies for reporters throughout the stat~. 
','; 

Salary and Compensation 

In any study of this nature, it is important to look at the 

problem of salary and its relationship to the employees' attitudes 
(, 

toward their work. In our survey 82% of all district judges were 

satisfied with tl;leir reporter·s' work perforjJl,ance. 'It has been 

shown that work performance is a valid criterion for job satis-

faction. To bear this out, 92% of the court reporters were 

satisfi~d or very satisfied with their profession and their job. 

However, the .single most significant statistic in this area is 

that only 63% of 1:he reporters W$re satisfied with their salary. 

During the interviews conducted throughout the state, jUdges and 

reporters alike felt that the base salary was too low. In Omaha 

and Lincoln, 'the reporters were especially dissatisfied. They 

felt they were handling a much higher volume of work than the 

reporters in the rest of the state. They thought that due to this . 

. heavier work load they should be getting a higher salary. 
If 

The same base salary now applies to all reporters. No salary 

benefits are given for years of experience or for professional 

certification. Our data revealed that the Omaha and Lincoln 
" '::;, 

report~rs did in fact handle larger volumes of work throughout 

the year . This w,ork load was.' reflected in total appeals ~nd cases 
~,' "' : .~) 

handled. We found that much of the dissatisfaction towards tbe 

current salary was not its ba~e level, but ~ather the lac~ of 

'~J " 
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increments for.years of service an(l professio'nal deV~lopment. 

Only 18% of the purrent reporters ar~ certified for proficienoy 

or merit. One reason for this low percentage may be that no 

salary considerations are given for professional improvement. 

Currently reporters are compensated separately for the 

preparation of bills of exceptions. The standard billing rate 

for this preparation is 45¢ per 100 wordj, which averages 

$1.125 per page. Our data disclosed that each reporter on an 

a~lerage pr,epares 14 bills of ~xcepti"ons of 46 pages each year. 

This means that each reporter~verages an additional $724.50 

each year from bills of ~xceptiohs preparation. This figure, 

oj: ceilrse, varies from district to district and from year to y.ear. 

The point is tha·t the average yearly state-generated compensation 
1 

fora single court reporter is curren·tly under $15, 000 regardless 

of experienc~ or·competency. Many reporters have developed 
" 

extensive free-lance capabilities. Depending on the reporter, 

this type ef activity yields incont€! up ·to several thousand 

dollars per year c 

The National Center recommends ,that the Supreme Court should 

face the salary and compensation isst;J.e head on. It should adopt 

a moree equitable salary- structure. ,This 'structure should face 
";';:"1£:>1.,>:,7, ': >~!~'.;<.":!. , .. ~}.: ). ~, ' ,",:.' "-~f' ".' "',.~I<"")")o'.;"~';"'-"Jl "'i:--,~'''''';''':'' .'. .;,~;..,;. "_""': """~.' . "· . ...:-.:,-~ .. >;>i, .;:«~ ' •• " ".~ _ • .:::,-_~ ,"'-~'I-'~' . __ ~.': '". :.:.:,.' ,,,,,",-,,:'-i", ,-:.' .-<:" J ".;, "i ',-\, 

·'f.fie:''issues·of in-grade incremehts, professional development 

• 

• 

increments, and the question,of raising the base salary to include 

bill 0:5 e){ceptions' pr~pa;J.:'a1;;ion.'· 

!;Below we have outlined what we perceive to be the basic 

alternatives ~vailab1e tO,the court. 

1. '.. . 
Appropriation for the 1975 ... 76 fiscal year will permit an increase 
in base salaries from $:)-4;000 to $15,168 effective July 1, 1975. 
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1) Maintain the status quo. Base salary of 
$15,168,separate c9mpensation for.' bill of 
exceptions preparation, no policy statement 
on free-lance. 

2) Raise the base salary. 

3) Raise the base salary to include compensation 
for bill of exceptions preparation. 

4) Develop a base salary and have incremental 
increases based on years of service and/or 
professional development. 

5) Issue a policy statement favoring free-lanc,e 
work. 

6) Issue a policy statement disa~lowing free
lance work. 

Place of Residence and Daily Work Routine 

A point consistently raised during the interview phase with 

the district judges was the place of residence of the court 

reporter. Most judges interviewed wanted to require the court 
<. ~~ 

reporter'to live near the judge. I,Jl fact 78% of the judges 

responding to our questionnaire favored such a requirement: The 

most common reasons given were convenieu,ge and t:ravel costs. 
"'\'i 

',' 

The National Center finds a lack of rationale for such a Supreme 

CQur,D "'rule or administrative action. 

While the project team believes that the judge and the 
, ,~, .', _/ i '.~::~ l' ... __ ; ,.n;'1.~'~~' ..,. <c_ ._~,;,.;~.:-_. ~'~'i~-;;l ;:-." J'- ~.,; ~'r'i'~-;?;; <"'k- ;.~ .. >,. -):) t,-,,:-;,{!~< . .;~.~ .. ':;:Dt.,; '2)~...r.!>t~::\. 

~. I Tj: ,-~) _'/ ~" '. " I , t·" >; '.f,' •• \. r .... 

" :repClr'ter ·'shoUid,''].i.';~' near each other for 'convenience, it is a 

matter for the judge and reporter to agree upon as a condition 

of employment. If 'the reporter's rssidence causes undue 

hardship or inconvenience to the judge, the judge can always 

replace the report,~r. In light of the extensive cooperation 

-22-
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exhibited between the reporters and the judges, it is evident 

that this' problem should be solved locally. 

Travel expenses cause a collateral problem. Currently 

there is no uniform policy regulating reimbursement. Considering 

current state and nationwide practices, the National Center 

recommends that the court reporter be compensated only for travel 

costs incurred between his home or office (whichever is closer to 

the destination) and the courthouse where he will be working. 

He should not be compensated for travel expenses incurred between 

his home and the courthouse where the judge has his principal 

office. The principal office of each district judge should be 

permanently designated by either the judge or, if he fails to 

designate, the Supreme Court. The principal office location 

should be filed with the Supreme Court, and it should be permanent, 

so that travel reimbursement can be more accurately anticipated. It 

can also dictate indirectly the location of the residence of 

both the judge and the court reporter. 

The judge should have the flexibility to determine the 

court reporter's work routine. A minority of judges and reporters 

interviewed felt that the reporter's work routine should be 

,better defined state-wide. Administratively, this uniformity 

''''''7_X,,',,~'''''--;i> '. "')"1:1aif7 

mefrt~'-'-'Due" to'-tne-"wOfk"iri'g ,J-re lati6fis·h'1p'i:nlit 'exists' -betW'e~rr .. "" 

most of the district judges and reporters in Nebraska, however, 

• 

• 

each judge should be allowed to determine his reporter's work 

hours and clerical functions. 

The flexibility in the court reporter's function does not 

eliminate the ;n:eed for guidance from the Supreme Court. The 
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Supreme Court should set guidelines for the reporter's clerical 

and professional duties. Free lance activity should be~egulated 

and definite priorities should be set on court related 

act:L;l.d ties . Prohibition of certain external emplo:yment must be 

defined ap.d enforced. 

Pooling of Reporters 

Several questions were broached during the data gathering 

phase concerning pooling of typists and reporters. A few of 

these are given below. Should a typist or typists be located 

in high volume district courts to prepare bills of exceptions? 

Should a "pool" of reporters be formed in Lincoln and Omaha? 

Should there be a floating reporter arrangement within the State 

to handle emergency needs and vacation arrangements? 

The study team considered these questiops seriously. The 
<~) 

c> . 

Nebraska Shorthand Reporters Association g,ave us a policy~~stat~menl:~""~~C~"= . 

Most. district judges were queried for their poin't of view. The 

National Center recommends that the present one-judge one-reporter 

arrangement continue in Nebraska and that the ty~ist pool and 

floating reporter ideas be rejected. 

Our data does not support the need for a floating reporter 

typist pool has the disadvantage of removing the responsibility 

of the preparation of the bill of exceptions from the ,reporter • 

In those instances where a reporter is sick or must take a short 

time from work, judges lin the high volume courts have with little" 
~ 

difficul ty been able ,to borrow a reporter. In the rural areas, 
</ 

o 
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if a need arises for an emergency replacement, the court administrator 

• should assist the district judge in finding another certified 

reporter on a temporary basis. If necessary, the judge should 

be authorized to hire a reporter from an external source. To 

handle those cases in which a temporary replacement is necessary, 

the Supreme Court should set aside sufficient state funds to pay 

for the employment of a qualified court reporter. This con-

• tingency should not be the responsibility of the reporter. The 

National Center believes tha~ the permanent employment of an extra 

floating reporter to substitute in several courts would cost more 

than the use of temporary replacements. 

Control of Exhibits, Testimony, and Other Evidence 

Control of all evidentiary materials should remain with 

the.c~urt. This view was supported unanimously by judges and 

reporters throughout the data collection activities. Currently 

" • in Nebraska, the court repo:cter acts as the custodian of this 

material. Both judges and reporters noted the lack of security 

over exhibits. Some exhibits, such as drugs and 'handguns, repre-

'. . <""j 
sented(}bvious dangers. La~lyers and, judges frequently borrowed 

exhibits without the knowledge of the reporter. Under the present 
'ii'f?!.:;;) ... ...oe; ,~:fi ... <~.;; ,,~~ {; ~~.> ->}.,. ,.~~ , ... -, .... ~.,;;'~>":-:"'~., .~ .• :- ~"'''.;-~ .•. ; .... ~"';.'.\.:- . ~.~.~, .. '>",o.. - ""~' - •• 1 . ,"'.' " -','" -,. ~ .•.... "'::'-.. >, < .. -:~, ....... - .. :--., _.'.i '~"~.-~ J;':-"-"'~ <:"'- ~~~.'. ,,' _r:.>; .......... ) ,..:t.'::. >",.· .... 1 _ -:;.; .:.:·· ... _)_~~14;:_,.":(; ~ ~.-:c'~:-.~ :,:;,. .. '.>.~; ~.~.', .... '::"~-,:~~.{f ':7"~;;-~'~ . 

9 v 

• 
arrangement, the reporters felt they had inadequate control over 

this evidentiary material. The reporters (and judges}are often required tp 

keep the materials in their file drawers and desk drawers. None 

of the reporters was provided'security areas to store the' 

evid~nce and testimony. In discussing the storage situation with 

the judges and reporters, it became apparent that many times the 

judge is unaware of the location of the evidentiary materials. 
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We found that both judges and reporters favored a central storage 

facility or a private security area for the storage and safe

keeping of all case related materials. 

The Supreme Court should a,¢j.opt rules for the custody and 

security of exhibits. Secure areas and proper checkout procedures 

should be developed especially for dangerous articles such as 

weapons and drugs. Rules for the disposal of evidence no longer 

needed should be adopted. Without such policies, unauthorized 

persons could get dangerous articles, an attorney could .raise a 

question of authenticity of an exhibit, and a court reporter's 

office could become a crowded storeroom for out-of-date materials. 

Another problem was identified concerning the qontrol of 
" """-',' 

exhibits, testimony, and other evidence. From time to time, 

reporters have taken their notes or tapes and exhibits with 

them when they terminated their employment. The court lost 

control of the case-related materials and evidence as a res~lt. 

In these situations, the return of the needed materials to 

the state depends to a great extent on the reporter's good will. 

The former reporter i~ still responsible for preparing the bill 
;.,-

of exceptions should a praecipe be filed, however; so he needs 

the notes he has recorded recently. 

" -----=--.-=-=-

,f:'"-~:'-"'7 "".' ." ·v·_""C d'. >~'·'"T6',"c·p'.L'-&~ev;:··'·'i±?he''' ~in:ee ln~ .. ~~t'f}; .0>£' >,. t·b:@·,;z;t:aba,",of.,.;.}le:Ji!l:r9:sL£1 ka,,,·,ano,·,., -the.~,J.j"tJ'»;;:;""IJo">.,:>o:::,,~~; ">~"m' 
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• 

qants in these cases, the Supreme Court should require each reporter 

to put up a $5000 performance bond with the state Court Adminis

trator's office. The terms of the bond should sp~cify that the 

o 
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• 
Supreme Court maintains control over exhibits, notes, and tapes. 

• If a reporter fails to file timely a bill of exceptions, whether 

of out-81th:: Nebraska ,the Supreme Court 

should take action under the terms of the bond. 

• At the Eresent time, district courts send all exhibits in 

appealed cases to the Supreme Court with the bill of exceptions. 

Somet~mes these exhibits are univieldy, and the substitution 

• of photographs may be satisfactory for appellate review. The 

Supreme Court should consider rules to handle these cumbersome 

exhibits. 

• 

• 
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PROCEDURE TO COMPILE RECORD FOR APPEAL 

The main purpose of the court reporter ' . .8 job is to make a 

record of the trial proceedings in case it is needed. While the 

trial judge and the attorneys will consult the record of pro-

ceedings from time to time, these participants have their own 

notes and recollections. The appeal of the court's decision or 

order, however, depends very largely on the court reporter's 

product. When a case is appealed, the bill of exceptions usually 

is of crucial importf;,mce; without it, the appellate court would 
/' ': 

have to conduct a trial de novo or relv on a narrative summary to learn 

about the case. For this reason, the bill of exceptions is the 

reporter's principal work producf. The" reporter spends on the 

production of the record is one of the main reas~ons for his job. 

While the reporter is central to the preparation of the 

case for Supreme Court consideration, other activities are 

necessary. The trial' judge must consider and decide motions 

after' judgment, the losing attorney must decide whether to appeal 

and on what basis, and counsel must prepare briefs. The Supreme 

() 

.h':..V-:-l " •• ~: -k~:"7~ ~-o-_:--'-. ~y.~-~:;.;- ,. ,"..-.'"':~ .;' .. :. .... ;;::._ .• ':.,~ _ ."':-).-.......,.~ • >1 .~->,;,~, ,*~, ..j •• ,).\ ~,:: }-_J-~ .. :: .... " . .' . ...::~"'.!, ~ J.;f.2-·~; >It.>~ ... ::t-::,:::-::;-~.~;-, ;;:.-;-:-:,=,,, ;..>.,?--::.~",..,..,:;~ .. >: ... :;:t>"">,}" ....... >t;,..)' 7'--·;.. ... ~; ·1'-r-·>3-;:"·-F--'-::-q·-~;; -,)'~>o;;..:;'F>.ri' ~j_'I) t-)i)-" .• ;:~/-;;»-.-~";-._~~ ... ~~.~:..'f""~?!.' 
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• 

Court and the State Court Administrator asked the National 

Center to review the time involved for each of these activities 

in the appellate process. 

Motions after Juggment 

In 51% of the cases surveyed by the project'team, m'otions for 

new trial, motions for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, 
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motions for reductions for sentence, and like motions were placed 

on file py counsel (See Appendix A). The purpose of these motions 

the case, his decision, and t.o correct any errors in judgment. The 

filing of a motion delays the one month time period for filing a 

notice of appeal (Sec. 25-1912, N.R.S.) until the district judge 

rules on the motion. 

The average time for ruling on a motion after judgment was 

37 days in the cases sampled for this project. The range ran up 

to 517 days. Almost 60% of the judges queried favored a time 

limitation for setting a hearing on a motion after judgment. In 

many states, formal civil and criminal rules of procedure have 

been adopted by the Supreme Court to require ruling within a set 

time on motions after judgment. If a ruling is not made, the 

motion is usually considered to have been overruled for appeal 

purposes. This type of rule requires both the district court judge 

and counsel to move the cases along expeditiously. 

We recommend that the Nebraska Supreme Court adopt such a 

rule. The district judge should be able to rule on a.motion after 

judgm,ent within 60 days of its filing, unless extraordinary cause 

is shown for an extension. Within a year or two, it may be possible 

" "to reduce this time limit to 30 or 45 days. 
}-'~J~>~\;") ."~f) >':'::"~"~)"""":i-';-:. ~ ~-·-.i' .~"', 1 .... ,.... -: 1 _, ," ,,"\-} > ... > ".~"-,." ;.~;~ ~; '" .' .. "~' ",' ' .... ,. ~ ',', .. , ~. ,', .. _ ... ~'"., _~>'-', .).--;:'{#I> "."'r-';.: "_:"'" "_,' • .) .. '.'.,.. J .. : .... _.d '. ~, ... , eo,_ "* 0)' ",' "~"\oo' ,- -.,". " .q~; ,Y':J!'!"~i' I Ii! J_ 
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Notice of Appeal 

~:.ccording to the Nebraska statutes, a notice of appeal must 

be filed by the 'appellant within one month of a judgment, ,final 

order, sentencing, or ruling on a motion after judgment. Likewise 

,;pra~.cipes for a transcript and a bill of exceptions must be filed 

-29-
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,\'lithin that mon·th but not necessarily simultaneously. 
'~ 

The 

notice of appeal filed with the district court is forwarded to the 

is, according to court rule, forwarded II forthwith II to the court 

reporter. 
. ('l 

In a numb~r of cases the praecipe for the bill of except~otis 

was filed some days after the notice of appeal. This extra time 

seems unnecessary. Even without a court requirement, the data 

collected revealed that in 85% of the cases the two documents 

were filed simultaneously. It would appear that a rule- or 

statutory change should be made requiring that the praecipe for 

the transcript and the praecipe for the bill of exceptions be 

filed simultaneously with the notice of appeal. The court reporter 

could then begin his work immediately. 

In most counties, the clerk now gives the reporter a copy of 

the praecipe within a few days. About 35% of the reporters in

dicated. in the survey that the delivery of the praecipe had been 

or is now a problem. The reporter has a definite period of timel 

now two months, from the time the counsel files the praecipe in 

which to prepare the bill of e!cceptions. If there is a delay in 

. recE;:d ving the praecipe, thej':/£i:~porter has less time to do his work • 

. J::rt .q:ne.~.90.lJ,.p,t'Yl._the ... ,clerk ... 0f ... ~.:L·s~i-£t;,··cou;r·t·z:-equ±:t't::s"'the""-Cbtlrt"""·I."·<)'" "''l'' 

reporter to sign a receipt acknowledging that the" praecipe for a 

bill of exceptions was tendered to h,im. A regular procedure 

should be established to insure that the reporter is notified 

promptly. The project team recommends that the Supreme Court 
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adopt a rule requiring the counsel who files the praecipe to 
. f( 

mail by regular'.or certified mail a copy of the praecipe to the 
\\ 

'\ 

-qq~:'...~ reporter ",For i::.liisptirpOSe I the court reporter -should 
\.~ -'. ~ 

. designcitE:·an add'tess convenient to him to receive the praecipes. 

A complete listing of the court reporters and their mailing 

addresses should be made available through the State Court Adminis-
" 

trator's office, the Nebraska State Bar Association's pUblica-

tions, and any directory listing the names of judges and attorneys 

residing in Nebraska. This ~ractice should not change the require-

ment that the clerk of the district court should also notify 

the court reporter of the praecipe. With both procedures, the 

reporter should always receive the information promptly. 

Preparation of Bills of Exceptions 

The standards for the preparation of a bill of exceptions 

and the information required to be contained therein are set out 

in Chapter I of the Revised Rules of the Nebraska Supreme Court. 

In addition to these guidelines, we have been informed that the 

Nebraska Shorthand Reporters Association is in the process of 

developing standard forms to be used by court reporters. It is 

th"e National Center's recommendation that once developed, these 

i'>""">"''''''''''''~''''''Gta'l1dard ·forms be referred to the Nebraska Suprerne Court for 

• review. The Supreme Court should adopt a form for use by court 

reporters in the State of Nebraska. The court should set the 

type setting, spacing, size of paper, margins, and number of lines 

• per page that it desires S,O that the fee can be calculated by 

the page. 
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Court reporters prepare a bill of exceptions in about 81% 

of all cases appealed to the Supreme Court (See Appendix B) . 
~-

In the remainder of the cases, the project team did nop/find a notation 

on the docket that the bill of exceptions was filed. ;'The lack of 

this entry may be due to one of several causes. In most cases, 

tHe appeal probably did not relate to the courtroom testimony, or 

there was no testimony presG)nted to record. Many lawyers 

probab:~ file a praecipe automatically with a notice of appeal. 

When a reporter receives a pr~ecipe and is unable to fill the 
~,\ 

request, he should notify the court of his action. Ee should file 

an affidavit with the Supreme Court clerk stating hls reasons for 

not pr~paring the bill of exceptions. 

The individual reporter prepares the bill of exceptions 

according to the procedures he has developed. Fifty-three 

percent type the copy themselves from their shortt-and or steno-

type notes. The rest dictate from notes and hire a typist to 

prepare a bill of exceptions. The reporter pays that person from the in~ 

come received for the bill 'of exceptions, usually at a page'rate. 

\rJ If the volume of work on the court reporters generally becomes too 

great, the state could establish typing pools to prepare bills of 
I! 

exceptions from a reporter's dictated ndt:.es. At present, however, 

the project team does not see a need, for slich pools. The 

reporter's use of outside help to prepare a bill of exceptions is 
, /' 

up to him; the Supreme Court is concerned only with the timely 

preparation of the bills. 

The Legislature or the Supreme Court should standardize county 
. 0 

:1 supply of court reporters I materials. C'l:lXr~ntlY'some counties supply 

paper and other materials for the reporters, but most do not. 
q 
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Currently the court report.er has two months in which to file 

a bill of exceptions after the praecipe has been filed in the 

district court clerk's office. Depending upon the amount of 

testimonx taken in a trial, a bill of exceptions may run from a few 

'pages to many hundreds of pages. Some ju¢lges and court reporters 

thought that a sliding ~cale could be developed in which the tim~ 

period required for the filing of the bill of exceptions would vary, 

depending upon the court reporter's estimate of the number of 

pages of the bill of exceptions. This approach presents problems 

because it depends on the reporter's estimate and becomes hard to 

enforce. From the sta'tistics gathered during this proj ect, i t ~vould 

appear to th~ project team that generally the two month period for 

the filing of the bill of exceptions can be reduced. Most of the 

court reporters admitted in the interviews that a shorter time was 

adequate for almost all bills. In the cases surveyed, the average 

() bill of exceptions was 46 pages. The reporters said that they 

could prepare up to 200 pages in a day. On occasions, however, where 

the trial was lengthy, even a two month period was not enough time to 
, 

complete 'the task. In addition, numerous praecipes for bills of 

exceptions may be filed within a short period of time 
,/ 0 •• 

l( '. /1 

We recommend that the standard time for the p~eparat~on of 
Ii 

bills of exceptions be reduced to 6 weeks. Most bills can be 

filed within that time. Longer bills and requests for several 

bills at once may require a request for an e~tension. The 

Supreme Court should have the opportunity to consider the merits 

of the request,·granting only those in which the reporter would be 
f\ Ii 

unduly burdened by the new limit. Where appropriate ,the Cour"t, 

should investigate requests for ex'tensions. 

--33-
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For this purpose, the reporter must m~ke his r~quest~t least one 

week before the end of the allott.ed\ time". IJ;he'Supreme Court should 
I' 

, ',. 

set standards by which it wilil,<?orfsider an',extension,such as a 
,.' f ." .. /"'~ 

• Ii' 1 

very long bill, a large number ofpraeqipes {i.e. t three or more)on 
. . I . 

file, or reporter' sillne~s . or I :q:am:j;iy ,emerg~nci;es. 
'. ;' ~7·. .., . 

Such reasons as vacations or fre.e'lance work should hot suffice. 
; 1,./ " '\::::;::::;" 

, -' .; ~ I, 

Normally, one two-week, extehsion s/r:ld'~ild be 'adequate. 
"-'l 

Our data disclosed that,"cJ,lrr'ently many reporterS' who exceed . --- ',-
,.. tj.9" '\' J 

tl1e two-month limit do not ,ask for .;iP· extens;~o~. i I~61% of those, cases 
" . 

studied in which the repc .. r~~~<tS~k longer, than two months to file 

the' bill, he did not xece~:~(t§: .. an extensibl',l.. In·order for 
"'--''Y-.• 

the Supreme Court to retain.control o~eX:\t~'flow of cases under 
,~', ) . \. '., 

I • .... " 

appeal', it mustregula.,te Bj)lis failure. ;Th~' c'l.;>urt st~,uld;take 
; "':, '~'.~ 

appropriate action against a' rir~po~t~r who fa~,lstorequest an 
\,.I.\i· 1, 

extension 1 incl ud,:!..!lg ajudg?len t'" .ofunaccep'eab~e : work performance. 

Filing a Bill of Except:biJi's'" 

/ 
, ,,;t", 

\ 

Once a billqf exceptions :q.as been prepared and:; filed ~Jith 
, 1'1 

the clerk of ,the 4istrir.£:~\c~urt Til ;tn'is one ,and 'only document is 
" I,,,;{) , £ ',~ ~11 '! 'J J ' • 

, \ rti:\) 
,,'" f,( " 

removed from the £1:'le bt~b.Jil\I~ ?\}?pellant' s.counsel in order to '41 C," "', ,. 

prepare his b:t:Jef. The b:tl.l 6<f'l~*ce!jtiQns ~S·t:h'$Il'i~i~gqiin filed 
IJ , ,;, " ") 

in the clerk's office ~i~ th~ a~:/P.~~t\~~f.~~ ':¢~u,~.$eJt?icks it up 
':_ , . ~', . J)i ,:"" Xi tl iJ,/~ "'_ ."'\, 11 • ~ .?' ", I ' 

for his use in the prep~r,atio~l" 0f n'ivs "prj,;ef. :·,'The fact that the 
't,\/ '- 1:~~\ ~,~,' / . 

original copy of' th~~.L~~;J;~t,e~t:ePtions" is,\ hi;mt11~fl by so many 

(\people has cansed bB::tli;;"1 of :~~c~.:gtionsto:;b~:l.'6st~ destroyed, or II "J ;'}~ \\ ;;)v. \7;('; .,:'/~, " ':,I}/: ,I 

'~dama:qed by accident itr;~ome case,~.) Also," the bill may be 
.; 

!~>rJ 

',' susceptible to frauduient editint;:r. 
~ Ii"' 

-.::;;. '.j. i)' ,~., 

":';~~f"k:,,7~1,~/,~, ,",~,,,,,, ________ ....... _ ....... _ .... '"_c;o .... c ____ c;._:~"'~~,,,jf 
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The Supreme Court should adopt a rule for making available 

photostatic copies of the bill of exceptions to both counsel. 

The cost should be nominal and charged to the appellant unless the 

trial court or the Supreme Court attributes. it to the appellee or 

to.any other party. othe~'interested)?arties who desire the bill 

of exceptions should pay for a copy. they request. It would appear 

that ahe immediate photostating 'of the bill of exceptions would 
-. 

~ltminate possibility of lost}' damaged, or destroyed bills; and 
1- \:) 

that immediate distribution would' allow both the appellant and 

appellee counsel to begin the writing of their briefs. The 

-time saved would allow the Supreme Court to receive the 

Q:~' briefs so<;mer. Photocopies can be made inexpensively today. The 

• project team recommends that the cost be set as close as possible 

1~ the "actual cost of the copy. 

o If 
~J Preparation of Briefs 

• 

• 
o 

• 
Ci 

In the analysis of the data callec·.ted from the cases appealed 
\:"!.'(~, 

to the';).~ebraska Supreme Court, it was found that in 73% of 

all cases studied an extension for t~e filing of briefs 

was made. Most cases·:had several. exteJ)sions for attorneys. This 
\) 

percentage is much higher than that for fhe bill of exceptions. 

Without ,l,:"eviewing case by case the ·causes" excuses, dr re'asons for 

extensions, it would appear that the ,Supreme Court should·' forewarn 

the Nebraska bar that after a set date., no extensions for the 

filing of briefs will be given unless extraordinary cause is 

I3hown C! The Supreme Court or the State Courtu~dministrator I s 
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office should, whe;re appropriate, investigCl:te requests for ex

tensions for the filing of the briefs as well as for the filing 

of the bill of exceptions. All requests should be carefully 

scrutinized. ," 

currently lawyers usually request extensions at the last 

hour. The project team recommends that the court adopt a rule 

requiring requests for extensions a set tL~e before the deadline. 

We recommend that the time period ~e set at one week prior to 

the deadline. This would allow the court to review the matter 

immedia tely and to determine '\hlhethe;t:' or not the counsel has ex-
.~ -:~ , 

peditiou§ly handled his obligations under the rules. It is 

recommended that the Nebraska Supreme Court publish standards 

which set forth justifiable causes for extensions for the filing 

,,' 

II 
/1 
II 
II 
II 
,I 

" 
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STATISTICAL SUMr-1ARY 

Delays in the appellate process can be harmful to the parties 

in the case and detrimental to the cause of justice. In conducting 

the current study, the' National Center identified three areas in 

the appellate process that could create delays. The first was the 

period of time used by the district court to rule on motions after 

judgment. The next was the time needed by the court reporter to 

prepare and file the bill of exception. The third area was the 

time interval needed by the attorneys to prepare their briefs. 

The statistics gathered relate to the time taken in these three 

steps, the frequency with which they exceeded existing or 

recommended rules, and the .. frequency with which extensions 

were necessary. 

The project staff computed the time intervals for all cases 

appealed to the Supreme Court from the six districts studied 

from September 1, 1972 to February 28, 1975. The staff researched 

and analyzed a total of 785 cases. In order to dEl"j:ermirle whether 

the period for preparing the case was changing over time, we 

divided the 2 1/2 years into 5 six-month intervals. We computed 

the time intervals for cases appealed in each six-month interval 

and. found no significant change overtime. We have not reported 

the six-month figures; the statistics in this section cover the 

entire time studied.. The following sections discuss the major 

statistical findings of the study as they relate to the National 

Center's recommendations in the preceding test of this J?eport. 

-"-37-
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TABLE I 

PERCENTAGE OF CASES EXCEEDING TIME GUIDELINES 

IN RULES* 

)) 

RULING ON NOTICE OF BILL OF I LAST i R1EF 
MOTIONS AFTEF APPEAL EXCEP!IONS FILED 
JUDGMENT 1 ENTERED 2 FILED 

CRIMINAL 

DOUGLAS 13% (60) . 10% (265) 16% (226) 94% (l08) 

LANCASTER I 0% (12) 10% ( 84) 10% (79)1 94% (50) 
FOUR 

J '10% 
I " 
J' 

DISTRICTS 8% ( 36) (47) 5% (40)j 72% (32) 
I ~ 

COMBINED 10% (108) 10% (396) 1 13% (345),189% (190) 

CIVIL ':, 
I. 

., , I --
f (147) I (128)186% DOUGLAS 21% (130) 3% 9% 

" " 
(95) , . 

(98) I \" 

(76) t90% LANCASTER 17% (77) 8% 18% ( 62) 
" 

:f'OUR 
(107)J (88)195% DISTRICTS 17% (84) 7% 8% (77) 

l t -
~ (291)~ (35~d (292) 190% eOMBINED 19% 6% 11% (234) . .... ----~ 

* This table does not take into account that in most of these 
cases ex'tens:::ions were q,sked and granted. . The number in paren
theses indicates the sample size. 

1 
" 2 Time limi,t 60 days - NCSC recommendation for new rule 

'l'ime limit 3,dLdays - cur,:rent Supreme Court rule 

\\ 

3 
4 

T im~ limi 1:, 62 day/a - current Supreme Court rule 
Time limit 72, days (or 102 if no bill of excep·tions) "":' 
current Supreme Court rule 

1-;;' 

o 
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Time for Ruling on Motions after Judgment 

Figures 1 and 2 show that, for ,the judicial districts studied, 

the average time for rUling on criminal cases was 31 days or less; 

while the average time for ruling on civil cases was 45 days or less. 

Even more significant is that the median in criminal cases was 27 

or less, and for civil cases the media~ was 22 or less. Although 
" 

i; the range of the data was 0 to 517 days, only 10% of the rulings 

6f all criminal cases and 19% of the rulings of all civil cases 

studied {Table I} exceeded the project team's recommendation of 

60 days for ruling on post-judgment m?tions. This data suggests 

that the adoption of the 60 -day rule is reasonable '. 'Actually, the 

Supreme Court might monitor the results of the new rule, with the 

idea 0'£ lowering the 60 -day limit to 45 days if justified. 

FIGURE If 1 

TIME FOR RULING ON MOTIONS AFTER JUDGMENT 

CRIMINAL CASES ON APPEAL 

MEAN 

UQ-+---------:--
[Jf" 

75-+~-----------------------------------

FIGUm:: If 2 

TIME FOR RULING ON MOTIONS AFTER JUDG~mNT 

CIVIL CASES ON APPEAL 

10~r-------------

7 
NUMBER 

OF 
~m,MBER 

OF 
DAYS 

50-+~ __ ----__ --~~~----________ --__ --__ 

• 31 32 

25-'-1----1 
27 

2 
0 

ebCATION: DOUGLAS LANCASTER. FOUR DISTRICTS 

SAMPLE sIZE (60) (12) (36) 

e, 

DAYS 
!J 45 5 

2 

LOCATION: 

SAMPLE SIZE (130) (77) (84) , 
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Time for Preparation of Bills of Exceptions 

Figures 3 and 4 show ·that, for the judicial districts studied, 

the average time for the preparation of bills of exceptions on 

criminal cases was 49 days or less, while. the average time for the 

preparation of bills of exceptions on civil cases was 52 days or 

less. 
o 

The median time on criminal cases was 52 days or less; "?J.:1i1e 

" that for civil cases was 53 days or less. This data reflects that 

the court reporters are able to prepare most bills of exceptions in 

much less than the two months' currently allowed by Supreme Court 

rules. Table I shows that, for the judicial districts studied, the 

court reporters exceeded the Supreme Court guidelines in only 13% 

of the' criminal cases in the sample and only 11% of the civil cases 

in the sample. These combined st.atistics were the basis upon which 

the 'project staff recommended lowering the time limit for the wrepa~ 

ration of bills of exceptions to $ix weeks. 

FIGURE 11 3 

TIME FOR PREPARATION OF BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS 

CRIMINAL CASES 

MEAN 

100-1-------

[]lIAN 

75 
<! 

NUMBER 
OF 

DAYS 52 

5 

25 

LOCATION, DOUGLAS LANCASTER FOUa DISTRICTS () 
-':, 

. SAMPLE SIZE (226) (79) (40) 
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FIGURE • 4 

TIME }i'OR PREPARATION OF BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS 

CIVIL CASES 

100,-+ _____ _ 

7 
NUMBER 

OF 
DAYS 

52 53 
5 

25 

LOCATION: 

SlIMPLE SIZE 

.I) 

0 

o 
IY 



Time for the Preparation of Briefs 

• The data gathered indicates that the time taken by the attorneys 

in the preparation of the briefs is one of the major reasons for 

delays in the appellate process. Current Supreme Court rules allow 

t'V10 months and 10 days for briefs in most cases. Figure 5 shows 

that in all judicial districts studied, the mean and median exceeded 

112 days for the preparation of the briefs in criminal cases. Figure 

• 6 shows that in all jurisdictions studied, the mean and median exceeded 

122 day& for the preparation 6f the briefs in civil cases. Table 

I further indicates that in all jurisdictions studied, the last brief 

".~ was filed afte;r the time limit currently allowed by Supreme ,Court rule 

89% of the time for criminal cases and 90% of the time for civil 

• 

· ", 
• 

• 

• 

cases. These combined statistics give great weight for the National 

Center's recomrnendationthat the Supreme Court should grant fewer 

extensions to lawyers for the preparation of briefs. 

FIGURE • 5 

TIME FOR PREPARATION OF BRIEFS. 

.153 
150-l-.....,._,~~f4~ 

125:-. +-_-1 

100-+ _ _1 
, NUMBER 

Or' 
DAYS 

75"-1--_1 

50-1---1 

25-1--.,o-j 

LOCATION: _"c~ DOUGLAS 

SAMPLE SIZE (lOB) 

CRIMINAL CASES 

LANCASTER FOUR DISTRICTS 

(50) (32) 

* The current Supreme Cour~ rUle for time allowed for the 
preparation 6f hriefs is 72 days or 102 days if no bill 
of exceptions is filed. 
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FIGURE i 6 

TIME FOR PREPARATION OF BRIEFS. 

CIVIL ,CASES 

150+ _____ _ 

125-1-__ ~~=j_-_I 

100-+-_--1 
NUMBER 

OF 
DAYS 

75-+ _ _1 

50-+_-1 

LOCATION: 

SAMPLE SIZE (95) 

139 

(62) (77) 

• The current Supreme Court rule for time allowed for the 
preparatjon of briefs is 72 days or 102 days if nO bill 
of exceptions is filed. 
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Extensiens ef Time 

The data illustrated ~y Figures 7 and 8 give additienal suppert 

to. the Natienal Center's recemmendatien en tightening the grant~pg 

ef extensiens to. atterneys fer the preparatien ef briefs. Figure 

7 shews that, fer the judicial districts studied, atterneys ~ere 

granted extensiens in 68% er mere ef the criminal cases in eur sample. 

Figure 8 indicates that, fer the judicial districts studied, atterneys 

were granted extensiens in 67% er more ef the civil cases in eur 

sample. Hewever, Figure 9 dees shew that the at'terneys enly exceeded 

the time alletted in the rules witheut applying fer an extensien 7% 

erless ef the time. The cembined data indicates that the atterneys 

are willing to. fellew the Supreme Ceurtrules1 hewever, they de "take 

advantage ef liberal extensien pelicies. The supremeceur~ sheuld 

establish definite guidelines to., prevent any unwarran,ted use ef 

requ~sts fer extensiens by atterneys. 
I' 

FIGURE # 7 

CASES IN WHICH,EXTENSIONS GRANTED 

TO ATTORNEYS ~D REPORTERS 

CRIMINAL CASES 

-DOUGLAS CO. 

10~----~----------

9~----------------

B~------__ ~------

PERCENT~Il-I----I 
OF CRIMI 
CASES 6'0-+-----1 
WITH 
EXTENSIONS 

5000+----1 

4"""+ __ -1 

3"""+ __ -1 

2"-+..-_-1 

1"'-+ ____ -1 

SAMPLE SIZE: 
DOUGLAS 
LANCASTER 
FOUR DISTRICTS 

'(26B) 
(76) 
(50) 
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The data shown in Figures 7 and 8 indicates that court repor}-.e;r.s 

are granted extensions for the preparation of bills of exceptions 

in a very small percentage of the cases in which they are involved. 

Figure 7 shows that reporters were granted extensions in 2% of the 

criminal cases in Douglas County and the four judicial districts 

studied. In Lancaster County reporters were gr&nted extensions in 

13% of the criminal cases studied. Figure 8 shows that reporters 

were granted extensions in 5% or less of the civil cases in Douglas 

County and the four judicial ~istricts. In Lancaster County re

porters were granted extensions in 16% of the civil cases studied. 

T~is data by itself indicates that the court reporters are good 

about meeting the Supreme Court time limit rule. 

FIGURE jI B 

CASES IN WHICH EXTENSIONS GRANTED 

TO ATTORNEYS ru~D REPORTERS 

CIVIL CASES 

100~. ~ ______________ __ 

90-r ____________ _ 

BO~--------==~-----

70-+ ___ -..,-

60 
PERCENT -+------1 
OF CIVIL 
CASES 50 -+ __ -1 
WITH· 
EXTENSIONS 

40-+ ___ -1 

30 

20-+ __ -1 

10-+ ___ --1 

, . EXTENSIONS 
Il1UU'LE SUE: 

DOUGLAS 
LANCASTER • 
FOUR DISTRJ;CTS 

(151) 
(B7) 

(1.l.2) 
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FIGURE i 9 

CASES IN WHICH ALLOTTED TIME IN RULES EXCEEDED AND 

NO EXTENTION 'REQUESTED* 

REPORTER 

100 

90 

80 

70 
PERCENT OF 
OVEREXTENDED 
CASES 60 
IN WHICH NO 
EXTENTION 
WAS 50 
REQUESTED 

40 

30 

20 

10 

77% 

61% 

32% 

COUNTY: DOUGLAs,;, LANCASTER' FOUR DISTRICTS COMBINED 
TOTAL 

SAMPLE SIZE (48) (181) (22) (103) (9) (96) '(79) (380) 
* This graph represents the cases that extended beyond the reporter's 

time limit (62 days for bill of exception) or attorney's time,limit 
(72 days for brief or 102 days if no bill of exception) and gives 
the percentage of those cases in which there was no extention ' 
granted or requested. 

Figure 9, however ,indicates that' in a1\1 the judicial districi::s com .... 

bined, the court reporters failed to request an extension'in 61% of 

the cases in which they filed a bill of exceptions lat,~. This 

failure occurred in 47 cases, or 7% of the cases studied. The 

court reporters iIT Douglas County were the biggest offenders on this 

point. They failed to request an extension in 77% of their late 

bills, approximately 10% of all the bills they prepared. 
(J 

In ,the 

four districts, 44% of the overextended cases had no ~xtension re-. 

quested; and in Lancaster County, the reporters received eno"ex-

tension in 32~~ of their overextended cases. These findings g.fve 

great weight and support for the National Center's recommendation 

l
Ylatth~ Supreme'Cour~ 

/,extensions being taken 

should act to eliminate the unautho,rized 

by the oourt reporters. 

-44-
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Time to Prepare Bills of Exceptions Related to Length 

The National Center studied the variations in time necessary 

to prepare bills of exception in relationship to the length of the 

bills. Figure 10 indicates that, for criminal cases for all judicia'l 

districts included in the study, the average preparation time for 

bills of 0-25 pages ·in length was 38 days. For bills of exceptions 

for all judicial districts included in the study of 501+ pages, 

the average preparation time was 72 days. Figure 10 shows that the 

court reporters in the four d~stricts were on the average able to 

produce the criminal case bills of exceptions in less time than the 

other districts studied. It can also be seen that Douglas County 

court !eporters were on the average taking longer periods of time 

to prepare criminal case bi.1ls of exceptions than the repo=ters in 

the other districts studied. 

FIGURE i 10 

TIME TO PREPARE BILL OF EXCEP~IONS 

RELATED TO LENGTH 

~o 

9 

8 

NUMBER 7 
OF DAYS TO 
COMPLETE 
BILL OF 6 
EXCEPTIONS 

2 

NUMBER 01;' 
PAGES OF BILL 
OF EXCEP~ION 0-25 

SAMPLE SIZE 
DOUGLAS (97 ) 
LANCASTER {47] 
FOUR (12) 

DISTRICTS 
TOTAL (!36f 

CRIMINAL CASES 

26-75 76-150 

(34) (22) 
{lO] (8) 

(8) (5) 

Tm T35T 

- •• - •• _·.-•• -DOUGLAS CO. 
_________ LANCASTER CO • 

•••••••••••• ••••••• FOUR 
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TOTAL 
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Figure 11 shows that, for civil cases for all judicial district.s" 

included in the study, the average preparation time for bills of 

0-25 pages in length was 35 days. For bills of exceptions of 501+ 

pages for all judicial districts included in the study, the average 

preparation time for civil cases was 73 days. In looking at 

Figure 11 it is apparent that the court reporters in the four 

districts and Douglas County developed on the average the most 

consistent time trend for the preparation of civil case bills of 

exceptions. Lancaster County was able to average significantly 
-", 

lower time frames for 'the cases studied when b~lls of exceptions 

were 75 pages or less. However, once bills of exceptions 

exceeded 75, page.s, Lancaster County reporters took considerably 

more time to prepare the civil case hills than the repOl:ters in 

the other districts studied. 

FIGURE f 11 

TIME TO PREPARE BILL OF EXCEPTIONS 

RELATED TO LENGTH 
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Figure 12 illustrates the time trend lines developed for the 

preparation of briefs related to length for all criminal cases, 

all civil cases, and all combined cases. The significant point of 

this graph; is that once the reporters begin the preparation of 

the bills of exceptions a fai+ly consistent time progression 

develops.. There ap'pears to be a 30-day lag between the time of 

tne filing of the praecipe and the beginning of the preparation 

of the bills of exceptions. In looking over Figures 10, 11, and 

12, it can be seen that to prepare even a bill of exceptions of 

0-25 pages it took an average minimum of 25 days and an average 

maximum of 45 days~. Based upon the data reflected in Figures 10 , 

11, and 12 and the earlier data presented in Table I and Figures 

3 and 4, the National Center +ecommended that the Supreme Court 

rule of two months for the preparation of bills of exceptions 

be lowered to six weeks. 

\ <' ',., 

FIGURE j P 
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.... _.~_ •• _ •• _ •• _cnIMINAL CA$rm 

_________ CIVTL eASES 

I I I 
~fi-75 7b~".iStl 151-100 l01-500 500+, 

(5~) (35) (48) US) (12) 
ill).. ill.l ill..L (18) 1!!U. ~~ 

(102) (8~J, (P~) (43) (22) 
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Time to Prepare Bills of vs. Hall 

• county Court 

The Advisory Committee of' J:he Nebraska Court ·J;~.eporting Project 
!. 

and the Court Admiriistrato'r' s· staff' request'~d that~he Natfbnql center 
, ' - " 

• .' .;". !. ,'.-

compare the resul t~ offbe'c11:::;:t:riot'cGurt stu&yw-i th sample reosul ts 
" . " , ,.x 

from the Hall County .~ouit: ~"\l:'1;).e Ad~~Bbry Committee and the Court Ad-

ministratorwan'ted to ~elilif·tj:lere WaS ~" sign;?ficant flifferep.cebetween the 
~ ,~ " -j." -~ '~I . t 

• time necessary to prep0:~~ ~illl? oJ exceptions under q.l system 
;) :' . 

~:I 

using exclusively- auc:lo cQ,!rt repc:irting and under a system using 

tradi tional court repqEter.$. , The National Center agreed to ponduct 
,\ 

" \\ • this comparison , with the re~;et7.V9.f..j .. oP twat the re.sul ts wer;e of 
t . ~ , '\ ('.< ': '-':, .' ;.)f~l . 

_, ',_ 1,-., :"~/ " .-". ,1:/' , .. ,_'.<"1"" _: 

It must ,be H:o~:t1ted qut· th,at aH:hcugh the data 
.. 'j" \ ;<-, I 

.. I' 
gathered for the dist.ri..c't 'gd~;rrh -trepd 

", 

limited value. 

lit1:e h'ave'v~lidi ty, the p :.1 1':1 I 

data' gathered!: 

• 9n audio recording in the Hp.:Ll ~CoU:hty " " 
COUl;t is 
,I} , ~.~ , ('I 

extreme~y li~ited 
I .. 

C-, \ 

and of questionable value. .i}~.':)::~fJ.8ctS(}nly,. ~necountY't and the 
, "-.. . ~ ... , .' 

" <)'\,:"" I.,~\.~ .' "._ ~_. " 'il. • 

w:q:;h ;h':lq,;+~~se;'t''Vat;!-on''i J..t. i's {} sample size is very small.".H6~t~'\/er, 
'\\ 

"' • 

'. 
e, 

interesting to note tpat .. the av~~iaSfe "t;.ime,··ne~~'sp.;:iryt't) prepa:r:e thEP' 
~ i) 1)1 ~- ''''' \,', 11',' ':'::_. 1,"1 ~-=-

ill j"." ,,:\/.:\(} ::!) " '; ~ ,~.)' ,:' . ~',' '. 

bills of exceptions in 'the Hal~(icmt~t11r(GOU1;':t ;:;tl,a~s~·iiudl,\:X·~s.s(\ -eha.n the average 
I' ./ _,,'j/" ,J' I": .;;1 '1',1'~,:-' I~,"~_.~,-' (IJ~~~ " !' 

time in all distri(~t courts iri'c,4,xided in the,?~ud~,.,( In the ',It~ll'JCounty Court 
!i ( ./,<:" .' ". 

bills of 0-25 page'stci9ksmIY~\\·'d~y~.:nCl ~~'l~~'}~:jr 1!51:~;:360'I?age~' 
took 25 days; but in the,~d.i;stric-t:''¢d{"rt si9.m~le f 'tb~j~\ho~ter bfils 

~I\~/ '':> '\ ,. "-':\: i,,' ;'" '/ !__ ~- -. \., .·.\._':>.'.1 .. ·,: ... ~ '\'J'" ,/. 
'. ".' ,., '.~ ...... 6~' • • .,,' - :>,}:,t,·:'.. . ~- . . . .. , • . if "~": "., ... ~ 

took 37 days and the ]:'onger' .too~~,5~;f:days~' ThJ.\.~ €U,{CSOl;;YY c0¥l-parison 
; .;\ . ~:'_' ',,~,~':~\:. ':I.)~l';(:1 . ." " ~ ... ,~t.l ,;' ",', '<'-' 

might justify a furthE1ir, st;.B::~y'qr,the'\tf6~1l~~,'t,1r. Clq(t;J;,tjr~t,'O,f,t;Lr~l~f per-
'~I ",>'/- (~;.; ,,'. \_. t ;::~~'., /)\ f)'~' .{<J) " 

c 
formance. 

..1 '. 

1)',:/1 ~) 
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:.j; 
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F1GURE # 13 

TIME TO PREPARE BILL OF EXCEPTIONS 

DISTRICT COURT SAMPLE VS. HALL COUNTY COURT 

COMBINED TOTA.L 
OF SA,MPLE 

_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _. DISTRICT COURTS 

___ . ____ I-LlLL COUNTY CT. 

8 

NUl/illER· 7 
OF DAYS TO 
COMPLETE 
BILL OF 6 
EXCEPTIONS 

5 

4 

3 

2 

.' 
,/ 

. /' .. - .. - .. - ....... 

. "" .. 
.,~' ..... ,.-

.".-. 
....... .,. . 

.. , .. -_ .. --
./ 

/" 

NUMBER OF 
PAGES OF B·"!:I~L~L--..------.-----~---.,.----~f-i 

OF EXCEPTION 76-.50 151-300 301-500 

SAMPLE SIZE 
COMBINED TOTAL 
OF SAMPLE (218) 
DISTRICT COURTS 

HALL COUNTY ( 6 ) 
COURT 

(102) 

(5) 

(80) 

(1) 

-49 .... 

, (.110) (43) 

(2) (0) 

,.\. 

...... 
........ ' . 

• .-I!' 

I 
500+ 

(22) 

.( 0) 
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Sm1MARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Ceurt Reperting Methed 

1. The Ceurt administrater and the district judges sheuld 

be aware ef the alternative ceurt reperting metheds, and they 

sheuld be familiar with the advantages and disadvantages ef each 

(p. 5). 

2. Any ef the standard metheds can preduce an excellent-

recerd, as leng as the reperter/eperator is well-trained (p. 7). 

3. In erder to. make the co.st differences ameng reperting 

metheds equitable fer the reperter and the counties, the state 

sheuld previde each reperter's primary recerding equipment. (p. 9). 

4. Videe-recerding, audie-recerding,. and cemf:iuter-aided 

transcriptien are viable alte.rnatives whese develepment sho.uld 

be follewed. Nebra:ska !3heuld experiment with the use ef these 

. methods to. establish standards and- procedures in the use ef the 
/1 

metheds in the district ceurts (p. 9). 

5. The Supreme Ceurt sheuld make several 

alternatives available fer use in Nebraska as the efficial recerd, 

-and the district judge should be grant;.ed the opportnnity to. establish what 

he wants in his ceurt (p. ll)~ 

6. The State Ceurt Administrater should prepare a standard 

legging ferm fer use with atl.q.ie recerding (p. 12). 
I' 

..... 1) 

if 

j 

The Official Ce;llrt Reperter 
i. 

7. The Supreme Ceurt sheuld issue a jeb des'criptien, fer the "D 

efficial court reperter (p. 13). 

',~ 

0' 

''', 

.. ,1Ii 
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8. The Supreme Court should establish a standard policy on 

free-lance work (p. 14). 

9. Nebraska should adopt a state-wide certification program 

for full time and part time reporters (p. 14). 

10. IThe Supreme Court should certify candidates who want to 

be official court reporters (p,,-:l5). 

11. Current court reporters should continue in their position, 

but be encouraged to become certified (p. 16). 

12. The district judge should select his own reporter. This 

reporter should be required to pass the certification test within 

the first three months of his employment or be dismissed (p. 16). 

13. The state should conduct perio~ic training sessions and 
. ;\ 

seminars to allow reporters to maintain their high levels of skill 

(p. 17) . 

14. The Supreme Court should m011i tor the work perf'ormance 

of couJ:"t reporters and consider action against a reporter whose 

work performance does not meet high standards (p. 19). 

15. The Supreme Court should issue a clear policy state-

ment concerning reporters' compensation and outside work· 

At a minimum, this stata~ent should establish a salary 

sChedule with increments and adjustments for experience and 

professional accomplishments (p. 21) ~ 

16. The daily work routine and place of residence should be 

a matter between t}:le judge and his reporter (p. 22). 

17. The'state should compensate court reporters' travel only 

to outlying counties, not to their principal location (p. 23). 

-51-
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18. The state sho~ld hire and pay temporary replacements for 

r~porters when necessary due to illness or vacation (p~ 25). 

19. The- Supreme Court should adopt rules -for the control of 

exhibits and evidentiary materials, with adequate procedures to 

guarantee the security of dangerous articles (p. 26). 

20. The Supreme Court should require court reporters to post a 

$5000 performance bond so that it could-take action to insure 

proper production of bills of exceptions and control of evidence 

and exhibits when a reporter leaves the state, (p. 26). 

21. The Court should adopt rules to handle cumber80me 

exhibits, substituting photographs where possible (p. 27). 

Procedure to Compile Record for Appeal 

22,. The Supreme Court should promulgate a rule establishing 

a set time limit such as 60 days for a judge to rule on motions ':t) 

after judgement (p. 29). 

23. The appellant's. counsel should .. be required by statute or 

rule to file the praecipes he desires at the same time as the notice c 

of appeal (p. 30). 

24. The appellant's counsel should be required by J:'ule, to send 
" 

a copy of the praecipe for bill of exceptions to the reporter (p. 30).( 
lV 

25. The Supreme courtG'sh01.\~?;f adopt a standard ~orm for bills 

of exceptions (p. 31). 
I~. 

2 6~' The court reporter should file an affidavit when he ca~mot 
(, {) . 

comply with a pJ:'gecipe for a bill of exceptions, stating the reasons 
:;:::"-", 

for not preparing the bill (p. 32). 

27. The state should adopt a standard policy concerning 

supplies furnished by the county to the court reporters (J?,. 32). 

() 
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28. The time limit for the preparation of bills of exceptions 

should be 6 weeks (p. 33). 

29. The Sup~eme Court should. consider reporters' requests for 

extensions a set time before the allotted time expires, using 

explicit sta.ndards for granting extra time (p. 34). 

30. The Supreme Court should establish a procedure to make 

a photocopy of the bil~ of exceptions for each counsel (p. 35). 

31. The Supreme Court should tighten its procedures for 

granting extensions to lawyers foy' the preparation of briefs . The 

court should grant extensions only for cause, and the attorneys 

should be required to make the request in advance of the expiration 

of the time limit (p. 35). 

··53-
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• APPENDIX A 

CASES IN WHICH MOTIONS AFTER JUDGMENT ENTERED " 

\. L 

FOUR DISTRICTS -

• 100 -. ___ :-:-_____ LANCASTER 

90 -t---__ ----
86% 

• 80 -+ __ ~ 

70 --;.-----11 

PERCENTAGE OF CASE 
. IN WHICH MOTION 
Gl~TER JUDGMENT60 
-WAS ENTERED 

• 

• 

50 -+---5\\ 
. )i 

i! 
40 -+---Ip 

30 --i----i 

20 -i----1 

10 --1------1 

CIVIL CASES 

SAMPLE SIZE: 

DOUGLAS 

CRtMINAL CA.SBS TOTALS 

CIVIL 

" 
CASES c 

DOUGLAS (151) (278) 
( 88) 
( 50) 

iiCIVIL CASES (3 (8)'" , 
LANCASTER (1.02) 

• FOUR DISTRI~TS(115) 

• -54- 0 

CRIMINAL CASES ( 416) 
TOTAL ~ (784) 
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APPENDIX B 

CASES IN WHICH BILL OF EXCEPTIONS PREPARED 

FOUR 

LANCASTER -

lOO~~----------------DOIUG 

90~~------________ __ 

80-1-----1 

70...,.. __ --1 

:RERCENTAGE OF 

85% 

CIVIL 

TOTAL OF 
CRIMINAL CASES 
- COMBINED 

TOTAr,S 

; "CAS;ES IN WHICH 
BILI.; OF 60 --il-----I 

'. EXCEPTIONS WAS 

• 

.. 
"'-'-

• 

PREPARED 

40--+ __ 0-1 

30-3-__ ~ 

20 

10 

CIVIL CASES 
;::'0 

.sAMPLE S[,~E: 
DOUGLA:~ 

'::4ANCASTE:R 
FOUR DISTRrCTS 

(151) 
(102) 
(115) 

CRIMINAL CASES TOTALS 

-55-
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APPENDIX C 

DISTRICT JUDGES QUESTIONNAIRE 

In what judicial district do you usually hold court? 

~_ Douglas County 
--1._ Lancaster County 
2..5...._ Other 

If other, are you in a single or multiple judge district? 

9 Single 
2'9"" Multiple 

How many years have you been a 

mean = 7.39 years 
range = 1/2 to 20 years 

, 
I 

\\ 
'I 

'\ 
distrid~ judge? 

r 
\, 

How would Y01.;L--"rate the acous.ticsdn your courtroom? 

Excellent 
Good!: 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
No Courtroom 

5. How would you_rate the space in your courtroom? 

2.L 
18 
U-
17 
-1-

Excellent 
Good 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
No Courtroom 

~ II 

6. As an average, how many hourl3 per week do you use a court· 
reporter to take an' officia.l record of the proceedings in 
your court? 

18.54 hours 
range - 6 to 32.5 flours 

<, 

7. What reppxting method does your court reporte.r normall~ use? 
1\ 

2 Shorthand 
~ Stenotype 
--4- Shqrthand 
13 Stenotype 

o 

only 
pnly 
and audio 
and audio 

recording 
recording =-~ 

Q 
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8. Is y.our rep.orter available at: the times and places where 
y.ou have need f.or his services? 

l.!.-. Always 
4 M.ost .often 

0-- Seld.om 
-0-'- Never 

9. H.ow w.ould y.ou rate the in~ceurt reperting ability .of y.our 
c.ourt rep.orter? 

29.5 Excellent 
b':""5 G.o.od 
-1-- Satisfactery 
-0- Pe.or 
-1- N.o Answer 

10. ::m.ow w.ould you rate y.our c.ourt rep.orter in terms .of speed 
in which he pr.oduces bills .of exc.epti.ons? 

28.5 Excellent 
7:5 G.o.od 
~ Satisfact.ory 
-0- P.o.or 
-1- N.o Answer 

11. H.ow weuld y.ou rate the .overall district c.ourt reperting 
system in Nebraska? 

9 .5 Exce:l-1ent 
10.5 Ge.od 
~ Satisfactery 
--0- P.oer 
T"r-' N.o .opini.on 

12. Threugh.out the state, is there a delay in the preparatien 
of bills .of exceptiens? 

1 Never 
--8- Seld.om 
~ Often 
--0-' Ahlays 
~ Neopini.on 

13. In yeur epinien, weuld the preparati.on .of an.original and 
twe c.opies .of the bill .of except:i,ens expedite the appellate, 
precess? . . 

23 Yes 
-ro- N.o 
'~~t.o answer 
If ne, please cenunent. 

'I~~~~,. II 
~_-,-----_._-,-~.'{V';)~~ __ '_ 

t) 
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14. Are the statutes and rules _in Nebraska adeq8ate to manage 

the court reporting system? 

27 Yes 
---g- No 
----z- No answer 

I} 

• 
If no, please comment __________________________________________ __ 

~ 

• 

• 

15. Would you favor the use of the following reporting methods 
in your 'courtroom to keep the official record of proceed
ings? 

Audio 5 Yes 27No 6 No opinion 
Video -6-Yes 25No -'-No opinion 
Computer aided 

transcription 6 Yes l7No ~No "opinion 

1...':/ 

16. Would you rate each of the following reporting methods? 

very good unacceptable 
• Manual shorthand "", 

Stenotype 

12 . 
~ 

acceptable 
14 

---g-
4 

--0-

no 0jinion 
:J 
-r-
14 Audio-tape recording 

--vIdeo""'~tape-- recoraing-
Shorthand with audio-tap'e records 

... Stenotype with aUdio-tape records 
• Computer aided transcription 

_ 0_ 

~ 
13 
u-
'~-4-

_7 _ 

11 
-9-
-3-

J.L. 
~--

4 
-2-
-6-

'I8 
,"I() 
---:s
~ 

17. Would you favor the option to use the following reporting 
methods throughout Nebraska? 

• 

• 18. 

• 

Audio recording 12 Yes 
Video recording --S--Yes 
Computer aided 

transcription 12 Yes 

)i , 
• .1 

Do you thJ...n' a 
city (or 

29 Yes 
9" No --n-

area) 
reJ?prter should 
bfresidehce of 

22 No 4 No opinion 
21 No -9-No opinion 

11 NO 15 No opinion 
\~ 

be required to Live in the 
his judge? 

, 
c 

o 
======"t3,... .... -... .,;...---.t> . 

_.:...c ,.d--=-'"..o.~O_c;=c_~- f\' 

• " -58-
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19. What should the time limit be for filing a notice of 
appeal and praecipe for a bill of exceptions? 

28 One month (present rule) 
10 Days mean 11.55 days 

20. Should judges be required to set motions for a new trial 
for hearing within a specified time after their filing? 

21 Yes. If yes, please suggest time 1 inti t. 
~ No .mean 23.63 

__ days 

21. Would you favor a statewide certification program for all 
official court reporters? 

28 Yes 
---rr No 
~ depends on program 
--1- no answer 

22. Would you require that all present reporters be certified 
by the state? 

22 Yes 
14 No 
~ depends on program 
--1- no answer 

W0111d. you permit present reporters to choose whether or 
not to be certified, with an attendant differential in 
salary between certified and non-certified reporters? 

9 Yes 
"""26 No 
--3- no answer 

-59-
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APPENDIX D 

COURT REPORTERS QUESTIONNAIRE ;~ t 

')) 
11 
\i J 

In what judicial district do you usually work? 

8 Douglas County 
4 Lancaster County 

26 Other 

Are you in a single or multiple judge district? 

12 Single 
~Multiple 

3. How many years have you been an official reporter in 
Nebraska?mean = 9.52 Years 

range 2 months to 33 years 

4. 'What method of reporting do you use? 

8 Shorthand 
-....,=-=-

30 Stenotype --.-

5. Do you use a audio recording in conjunction with your 
reporting? 

23Yes 
• ~No 

• 

• 

• 

--1- once in several years 

6. .If yes ,in what percent?tge of cases? 
I, 

percent mean 57.95% 
--- range 1 - 100% 

7. In those cases in which you use audio recording, are the 
entire proceedings recorded? 

6 Yes 
18 No 

8. If no, whclt PQrt:tons do you recofd? ........ ,, ___________ _ 

;, (see p. 7) 

'I, .,J 
-,60-' 
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9. List :'the approximate hours per week you spend in 
the following: 

Total Time Office Time 

Reporting in court 19.9 
6.3 
3.9 

-'"T.I.6 

Preparing bills of exceptions 
Free-lance work 

2.9 
0.83 

39.99 TOTAL 

Secretarial duties 
Travel 
Other 

10. If significant to you, list the nurober of hours per week 
you spend traveling on court work in your district. 

mean = 5.4 hour.s to commute 
range 2.5 to 10 hours 

mean = 9.6other travel hours 
range - 5 to 15 hours 

11. Approximately how many pages of material did you prepare 
,in 197)4? " lmeans 
1610 Bills of exceptio)ls 
---:ro- Daily copy 
252 Transcript 

1255 Free-lance 

12. What method of transcribing do you use? 

27 Type yourself 
~ Dictate from notes 
-3- Notereader 

2 Other (Please specify ----------------) 
.113 . 

~) 

14. 

15 . 

0 

How many of your bills of exceptions in 1974 took more 
than 60 days from the date "you were notified to 
transcribe? --.0-"(30) 2 (I) 

1 (1)4 (I) mean = 0.2 

How many extensions of time for preparing bill~ of 
exceptions did you" reqllest from the Supreme Court in 
1974? a (29) 2 (1) 

1 (2) 4 (1) mean = 0.2 

Estimate as nearly as you can th,e average time ~8nsumea. iti' 
preparing a bill of exceptions in 1974. mean = Days 

(I 

/; 

-61- . 
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16. 
. :. -'. . ,d;;' 

Do attorney~ request y,ou to "d:elay th<=preparation of a 
bill of exceprr.:Ji,.Qns Cince"i,C):epraeG!iP,"ha:s been filed?\" 

° Always " 

--1 !! " Often II. ,/ ' --- .. " .. " 
, ) r-" -rr Sometimes e-.! -n Never "\. 

_:, ... r '.1 
: ' , --3- no answer J {" ,,>\1 

/f \ 

17. Has this ever cal:~~dY011,J!tc:> >re~~(s,:~,,'ig4di.~c;ional tirtte,·, 
to prepare the 'bl.ll·' of exqeptions? ' 

_1- Yes 
15 No 

\), 

'" 

' .. /.. 

18. Do clerks of cou;r.tf;llrnish:'youa copy\Q':I; the ,(praecipe;;:' 
as soon as 1;,hey" red~i ve- it?' , 

28 Yes 
-8- No 
--2- no answer 

, I: 

19. If no, do you consider this~'~ serious' problem? 
,·t o

, • '" ;~; "'t· 

21. 

2 Yes 
-0 No 

_0_ Always 
-L Often 
_5_ Sometimes 
_2_ Never 

,: 

. "J/ 
... j 

'',It\ 

and wOrk area) of .c::~'~ 

~\ 

How would you rate the ;:l(:;:6Uistics 
courtroom (s) in ~'lhicl?.; you f'1~;,:k? 
courtrooms in each categary}~) 

, 1 f' 
(Ind~Rlate the number of;, 

" '1 r ' 

...!L 
2L 

24 
," 5~2 
" ---

Excellent 
Good 
Satisfactory 
Poor c 

'!i 

< q , 

it 
'I 

I.~ , 

~', .. /1 j 'i ,;' ,. ': 

22. Does the district' co~): SUpp,fY 'Y~U,,~~~h ,the following: 

Office space 
Typewriter 
Paper" , 

35 YeS::l 
~Yes,; 
16Y~S' 
,3Y~p " Dictation machine' 

Other supplies (please speci:By) "e, 

,,-62-
(} It \" " ", 
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23. Counting from today, how long do you desire to be an 
official court reporter? 

2 
-2-

1T 
22 

Less than 1 year 
1-4 years 
Over 4 years 
Until compulsory retirement 

24. What is your present skill level in taking courtroom 
testimony? 

25. 

a) Question and'Answer testimony (Interrogatives) 
mean = 218.76 words per minute 
range - 175 to 275 words per minute 
b) Single voicemean=202.3S:':itords per minute 

range 175 to 275 words per minute' 
1 as fast as they go 

How would you rate the overall cour.t reporting services pro
vided by court reporters in Nebras~a? 

10 E~jcellent 
~- Good 
-'-4- Satisfactory 
-1- Poor ' 

S no answer 

26. How satisfied are you with court reporters' salary? 

o Very satiSfied 
23 Satisfied 
12 Dissatisfied 
--2- Very dissatisfied -----r no op'inion 
~<r-- " ',' 

27. How satisfied are you as an official court repo~ter? 

(\ ' 

16 Very satisfied 
20 Satisfied 
--1- Dissatisfied 

1 Very dissatisfied 

'128. Wo.uld you favor a statewide certification program fox 
official court reporters? 

33 Yes 
--"2" No 

3 maybe 

!I 

,Ii 

" 

:.' 
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29. Would you require that all present reporters be certified 
by the state? 

24 Yes 
13 No 

-1- no answer 

30. Would you permit present reporters to choose whether or 
not to be certified, with an attendant differential in 
salary between certified and non-certified reporters? 

17 Yes 
--rr- No 
--r- .no answer 

31. Are you now certified by National Shorthand Reporters 
Association as any of the following: 

o 

Proficiency 
Merit . 

6 Yes 
-r Yes 

29 No 3 no ans'tver 
~:l No -6- n9 answer· 

32. Please make any comments you have regarding procedures to 
expedite the preparation and filing of bills of exceptions~" 

() .\1/ 

rJ' 

o 
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APPENDIX E 

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COURT REPORTING 

Administration of Court Reporting in the State Courts, 
National Center for State Courts, WOOOI, 35 pp., 2-73 

Technology and Management in Court Reporting Systems, 
National Center for State Courts, W0005, 35pp., 5-73 

Selection of a Court Reporting Method for the Oregon 
District Courts, National Center for State Courts, R0003, 
36 pp.~"1;\5-73 

Multi-Triack Vo.iG~ Writing-Executive Summary, National 
Centerfipr State Cch:t3:'t.I?J R0007, 16 pp., 12-73 

;;:.' 
--~ '~~-,-

Video Support in the CrimiJ'l".§J, Courts-Executive Summary, 
National Center for State Courts, R0008, 74 pp. 5-74 

Court Reporting: Lessons from Alaska and Australia, 
National Center for State Courts, ROOlO, 124 pp., 2-74 

'\7 

Evaluation Guidebook to Computer-Aided Transcription, 
National Centercfcpr State Courts,! R0019, 60 pp., 5-75 

"')1 . 
Puerto Rico Court! Reporting Study: Pha'ste I, National 
Center for. State Courts, 122 pp., .6-75 
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